
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL: AN OvERvIEw
Sustainable development is not possible without sustainable energy. Nearly one person in five on the planet still lacks 
access to electricity. Twice that number, almost three billion people, rely on wood, coal, charcoal or animal waste for 
cooking and heating. This is a major barrier to eradicating poverty and building shared prosperity.

In industrialized countries, the energy problem is one of waste and pollution, not shortages or access deficits. Through-
out the world, inefficient energy use harms economic productivity and mounting energy-related emissions worsen the 
dangerous warming of our planet. Climate change puts us all at risk, but it hurts the poor first - and worst.

The key to both challenges is to provide sustainable energy for all – energy that is accessible, cleaner and more efficient.

Sustainable energy provides new opportunities for growth. It enables businesses to grow, generates jobs, and creates 
new markets. Children can study after dark. Clinics can store life-saving vaccines. Countries can grow more resilient, 
competitive economies. With sustainable energy, countries can leapfrog over the limits of the energy systems of the 
past and build the clean energy economies of the future.

Sustainable energy for all is an investment in our collective future.

A PARTNERSHIP THAT DELIvERS RESULTS
The Sustainable Energy for All initiative is a multi-stakeholder partnership between governments, the private sector, and 
civil society. Launched by the UN Secretary-General in 2011, it has three interlinked objectives to be achieved by 2030:  

1. Ensure universal access to modern energy services.

2.  Double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency.

3.  Double the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

These objectives are complementary. Progress in achieving one can help with progress toward the others. 

The Sustainable Energy for All initiative also acts in support of the 2014-2024 Decade of Sustainable Energy for All, as 
declared by the UN General Assembly.

LEADERSHIP THAT CATALYZES ACTION
The Sustainable Energy for All initiative brings together 
top-level leadership from all sectors of society, drawing 
on the global convening power of the United Nations 
and the World Bank. The initiative’s Advisory Board, co-
chaired by the Secretary-General and the World Bank 
Group President, includes distinguished global leaders 
from governments, business and civil society. They pro-
vide strategic guidance to the initiative and serve as its 
global ambassadors. 

Kandeh Yumkella, the Secretary-General’s Special Representative for Sustainable Energy for All, is chief executive of the 
initiative and is supported by a Global Facilitation Team. An Executive Committee provides operational guidance and is 
headed by Chad Holliday, Chairman of the Board, Bank of America. 

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL
Energy powers opportunity. It transforms lives, economies, & our planet.
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United Nations Secretary-General  
Ban Ki-moon

Saving our planet, lifting people out of poverty, 
advancing economic growth – these are one 
and the same fight.

SE4All ExpErt rEport dEtAilS concrEtE wAyS to booSt finAncE for SuStAinAblE EnErgy

SEES nEAr-tErm potEntiAl to rAiSE AdditionAl $120 billion A yEAr by 2020

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, July 13 2015 – Innovative financial mechanisms in four key areas have the 
potential to boost crucial investment in sustainable energy by some $120 billion a year in the near term, 
an expert report from the Sustainable Energy for All (SE4All) initiative shows.  

Investment from both the public and private sectors will need to triple to more than $1 trillion per year 
to meet SE4All’s ambitious goal of sustainable energy for all by 2030, according to latest estimates.

Developing countries face particular challenges in mobilising finance, ranging from investors’ risk 
perceptions and an inadequate pipeline of bankable projects, through to weaknesses in the regulatory 
framework and other basic conditions needed to set the stage for investment. Even in the developed 
world, investors can encounter regulatory and policy challenges in financing sustainable energy.

The report by the Finance Committee of SE4All’s Advisory Board, ‘Scaling Up Finance for Sustainable 
Energy Investments’, identifies four broad ‘investment themes’ where action could help drive increased 
investment: 

•	 developing the Green Bond market; 
•	 using Development Finance Institutions’ (DFIs’) de-risking instruments to mobilize private capital; 
•	 exploring insurance products that focus on removing specific risks; and 
•	 developing aggregation structures that focus on bundling and pooling approaches for small-scale 

projects.  

Action across these four themes, along with mechanisms to speed up project development, could 
increase investment for sustainable energy in both the developing and the developed world by a total 
of some $120 billion a year towards SE4All’s three target areas of energy access, energy efficiency and 
renewable energy, the report says. It also calls for the development of a pipeline of bankable energy 
projects.

“These should not be the only areas of focus for SE4All, and do not address the total funding gaps 
identified. They do, however, represent near-term, achievable opportunities,” it says.

Of that total, the report sees potential to raise $35 billion through further expansion of the Green Bond 
market to drive fresh capital into new sustainable energy investments, particularly into the project bond 
market and asset-backed Green Bonds.

Developing tailored structures that allow the private sector to co-lend with DFIs in emerging markets 
could help raise a further $30 billion.

Encouraging new construction-stage lending, supported by subordinated debt credit enhancement 
instruments, and enabling later-stage flows from institutional investors could account for $30 billion, 
while developing structures to aggregate small-scale projects could catalyse $25 billion.  

“A trillion-dollar investment need is also a trillion-dollar investment opportunity,” said Kandeh Yumkella, 
the UN Secretary General’s Special Representative for Sustainable Energy for All and CEO of the 
SE4All initiative. “This report shows in detail how we can start driving that investment in really practical 
ways, by mobilising new sources of finance and encouraging investors by helping them to manage their 
risks.”

prESS rElEASE

http://www.se4all.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/SE4All-Advisory-Board-Finance-Committee-Report_04072015.pdf
http://www.se4all.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/SE4All-Advisory-Board-Finance-Committee-Report_04072015.pdf
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“We know there is a diverse pool of investors wanting to finance sustainable energy projects across 
the world, but in many countries needing this investment, enabling environments are weak,” said 
Anita Marangoly George, Senior Director for Energy and Extractives for the World Bank Group. 
“As a global community, we must work hard to support governments with their reform efforts so that 
investors have the certainty they need. We can do this.”

The SE4All Finance Committee’s report is a major contribution to the debate on financing the post-2015 
development agenda, which is the subject of the UN’s Third International Conference on Financing for 
Development (FfD3) running in Addis Ababa from 13-16 July. It was released at SE4All’s high-level side-
event at the conference, on Financing Sustainable Energy for All.

The report was prepared for SE4All by Bank of America Merrill Lynch, the Brazilian Development Bank 
(BNDES) and the World Bank, with inputs from Finance Committee members from a broad range of 
governments, banks, businesses, inter-governmental agencies and civil society.

The 2015 edition of the SE4All Global Tracking Framework, released in May, estimates that annual  
investment in energy access will need to rise to $49.4 billion to reach the SE4All target of universal 
energy access by 2030, compared with current spending of $9 billion.

To double the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix will require investment of $442-650 
billion per year, compared to the current baseline of $258 billion, while doubling the rate of improvement 
in energy efficiency will need $560 billion per year, against a current $130 billion.

bAckground

Launched in September 2011, the Sustainable Energy for All (SE4All) initiative is a multi-stakeholder 
partnership working with governments, businesses, civil society, banks and international institutions to 
meet three interlinked goals by 2030:

•	 ensuring universal access to modern energy services;
•	 doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix; and
•	 doubling the rate of improvement in energy efficiency worldwide.

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim co-chair the SE4All 
initiative, which addresses the crucial global challenge of addressing energy poverty while at the same 
time mitigating climate change.
 
For more information:  www.se4all.org 
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